
OBR ADV Gear High Basin Tank Bag Installation Instructions 

Congratulations on your OBR ADV Gear High Basin Tank Bag purchase. Your tank bag has been designed to fit 
a wide range of motorcycles. Proper installation of your High Basin Tank Bag will ensure secure fitment to your 
motorcycle. 

The OBR ADV Gear High Basin Tank Bag utilizes a three strap system to anchor over your motorcycles fuel 
tank. One (1) forward strap loops forward and under your motorcycles steer head and back up to the two (2) 
forward side release buckles (SRB) on the front of the bag.  Make sure that routing of this forward strap is 
under any wiring or control cables and that the position of the forward strap does not in any way interfere 
with your controls or impede operation of your motorcycle. Included with the forward strap is one (1) elastic 
tension strap. This elastic tension strap is meant to be positioned towards the top edge of your tank in front of 
your fill cap. This tension strap helps maintain a centralized position of the forward strap and also helps to 
keep the forward strap in position when the bag is removed. 

The two (2) straps extending off the rear of the tank bag are meant to attach either along your motorcycles 
frame or sub frame. Actual attachment points for these straps will vary by preference and by motorcycle. It is 
best to maintain as much of the natural angle of the rear SRB tabs as possible. This will ensure that adequate 
downward pull is applied to the rear of the bag for a snug fit. To fit the rear SRB straps you will need to 
unthread the webbing from the tri-glide buckle and the SRB. You can now loop the strap around your frame 
and back through the square loop on the end of your strap. Rethread the webbing through the tri-glide and 
the SRB. Once proper tension has been adjusted to the rear straps you can lock in that adjustment by 
threading the webbing back through the tri-glide. To remove the bag, you will first unclip and loosen the 
webbing at the front SRB buckles … then the rear. Reinstalling the bag is simply to reverse this procedure.  

We appreciate your business, please contact us with any questions! 
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